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-Pilot tone modulation used for

channel identificationin
OTDM networks

Abstract: The principle of applying a pilot tone to an OTDM signal, in order to identify a specific
channel, is presented. The impact on BER system performance is characterised as function of
modulation index.
02000 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
Optical Time Division Multiplexed (OTDM) techniques can increase the utilised capacity [l],[2]. In order to evolve
the OTDM technique from point-to-point transmission to networks, a vital functionality is to add and drop time
channels in different nodes of the network. Previously, add-drop nodes have been demonstrated see e.g. [31.
However, one issue has not been addressed in details yet - [he identification of the time channel which should be
dropped in the node.

2. Principle of scheme
The principle is shown in Figure 1. One of the OTDM channels is Amplitude Modulated with a low frequent (fJ
pilot tone (PT) before transmission. In the node, the base rate clock is extracled and used for (complementary)
demultiplexing. A branch of the demultiplexed signal is injected into the PT detector (FTD). Within the PTD,the
electrical power of the PT is measured. If no PT is present, the control logic will sweep the tuneable delay between
clock and demux to the next OTDM channel. This process will be repeated until the PT channel, i.e. channel 1, is
identified. Now the target channel for the node can be identified, e.g. channel 3, and dropped. The control logic is
subsequently used to control the time delay used to position the add channel in time to the complementary
demultiplexed signal. At the ouiput of the node the OTDM signal is re-transmitted.
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Fiure 1: Schematic ret-up for channel idenlikation based on pilot tone detection. R e system consist of transmitter.
transmission and an add-drop nade

3. Experimental characterisation
The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2A. A 10 GHz pulse train is externally 231-1PRBS modulated. An
additional modulator is used to apply the AM PT. The frequency of the PT should be higher than the EDFAs cut-off
frequency 141, here chosen to 45 MHz. The 10 Gbit/s signal is detected using a standard pre-amplified 10 Gbit/s
receiver for varied PT modulation index m. From Figure 2B it is seen that even for m of 0.27, which gives a
significant PT frequency component, see Fig 2C, only 1.5 dB power penalty is introduced.
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Figure 2: A) Experimntal wt-up 8) BER meas"remn1s far increasing modulation index, i.e. 0.0?,<.27.0.35and 0.41
C) corresponding electrical specra showing the PT power

In order to implement a reliable pilot tone detector, it is important to obtain a significant contrast in PT power when
demultiplexing the PT modulated channel and when demultiplexing the other OTDM channels, typically determined
by the extinction ratio of the demux. For illustration, the set-up in Figure 3A was implemented. The PRBS
modulated data signal was split into two arms. One of the signals was AM modulated and delayed 50 ps before the
two signals were multiplexed, generating a 20 Gbit/s data signal, By tuning the clock applied to the Electro
Absorption Modulator (EAM) in time, and measuring the power of the PT, a contrast of 18 dB is obtained, see
Figure 3B.
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Figure 3 A) D l p e i m n f a i set-up B) Measured contraa by tuning the time delay conh-ding the position of the demultiplexing window

4. Conclusion
A novel scheme used for identifying OTDM channels is proposed. The impact on the system performance was
characterised by measuring the BFX for varied m. For fn = 0.27, the penalty is 1.5 dB. The contrast in pilot tone
power between the modulated channel and the remaining OTDM channels is measured to 18 dB - sufficient for the
control electronics.
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